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The ARTFL Organization
ARTFL is a collaboration between:
• Laboratoire ATILF (Analyse et Traitement
Informatique de la Langue Française) of the Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) of
France
• The Division of the Humanities and The Computation
Institute and the Electronic Text Services (ETS) of
the University of Chicago Library

ARTFL Activities
• Collection development - quantity, quality. (Frantext, French
Classical Theater, Encyclopédie, Bayle Dictionary, ECCO-TCP,
Shakespeare…)

• Software development (PhiloLogic): developing and improving the
means of exploring and navigating textual collections.
• Inquiry: participating in digital humanities scholarship and research.

Textual Optics: Scales of Reading
•

Up-close: focus on one or more words with PhiloLogic
o Concordances, KWIC
o Collocations

o Faceted Browsing
•

From afar: focus on groups of words (data-mining)
o Words out of order (bag of words): text as a collection of word
frequencies
o Words in sequence: retain word order

PhiloLogic
• Open source full-text search and analysis system based on traditional
models of humanistic textual scholarship.
• The development of PhiloLogic was guided by three guiding principles :
o Support traditional text analysis (philology) at scale: provide
concordances over thousands of texts.
o Ease of use - more efficient to browse large samples of occurrences
than to spend time formulating highly complex queries.

o Navigate from words to works, to authors, to years, genres...
https://github.com/ARTFL-Project/PhiloLogic4
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Textual Optics, Navigating from Afar: Data-Mining
● Data-Mining often is about detecting patterns in large amounts of data

● Our work has focused on leveraging recurring patterns in text to measure
similarity between passages of varying length:
○ Thematic similarity (vector space): authors writing about the same topic

○ Text reuse (sequence alignment): find reuses of any given passage across
large amounts of texts.
○ ….

Navigating from Afar: Vector Space Similarity

•

Widely used search model (Lucene, Solr): search term(s) as vectors
compared to documents as vectors.

•

Can be used to measure the similarity between documents: creates
links across potentially very different texts

Navigating from Afar: Vector Space Similarity
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Textual Optics using Sequence Alignment:
Digging Into Data
Large-scale project in the context of Digging into Data Round 3 project
funded by the NEH.
Goals of the project:

•

Develop a methodology to detect commonplaces in a large dataset of
over 200,000 texts

•

Create a database of commonplaces for use by the scholarly
community

Phases of the project
• Assess and prepare the data: 200,000 texts from the Eighteenth
Century Collection Online (ECCO)

• Apply matching algorithms to detect text reuses in ECCO
• Group text reuses by similarity in order to identify commonplaces

• Create navigational tools appropriate for our database of
commonplaces

Consisting of every significant English-language and foreign-language
title printed in the United Kingdom during the 18th century, along with
thousands of important works from the Americas, Eighteenth Century
Collections Online (ECCO) was the most ambitious single scholarly
digitization project ever undertaken.
=> 205,639 volumes of uncorrected OCR

The ECCO challenge
•

The size of the dataset: 205,000 texts

•

The amount of duplication: many, many, many re-editions of works
by the same author:
=> Hamlet (Shakespeare): 24 re-editions
Essay On Man (Pope): 58 re-editions

•

Dealing with dirty OCR...

Eliminating duplicates
Why eliminate re-editions?
• We want to find commonplaces representative of 18th
century culture, and NOT commonplaces within single
authors
• Reduce the computational expense of finding commonplaces
=> 200,000 x 200,000 potential comparisons

• Our approach to detect re-editions: compare metadata
information

Comparing metadata to find reeditions
<sourceDesc>
<bibl>
<title type="artfl">A translation of the Latin epistle in The
dreamer.</title>
<author type="artfl">King, William</author>
<authorGroup>
<author>
<marcName>King, William</marcName>
<birthDate>1685</birthDate>
<deathDate>1763</deathDate>
<marcDate>1685-1763</marcDate>
</author>
</authorGroup>
<imprint type="artfl">London : printed for Jacob Robinson, at
the Golden Lion, in Ludgate-Street, [1754].</imprint>
<imprint><date>[1754]</date></imprint>
<idno type="shrtcite">T136705</idno>

Results of deduplication process
88 850 texts out of 205,000+ documents identified as reeditions
=> 43% of the ECCO collection!
=> 116 700 documents used to find commonplaces

Results of deduplication process
Result per module:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lit & Lang:
Rel & Phil:
SS & FineArts:
Hist & Geo:
MedSciTech:
Law:
GenRef:

53 351
51 485
48 335
17 950
15 636
13 595
5 198

=> 25 655
=> 29 962
=> 30 498
=> 10 528
=> 9 202
=> 7 726
=> 3 129

Finding commonplaces in ECCO
Two steps in this process:
•

Detect text reuses in ECCO: identify shared passages
throughout the remaining 116,000 documents

•

Identify commonplaces among the many text reuses

Our sequence alignment software
PhiloLine: software implementing a simple sequence
alignment algorithm designed to identify "similar passages" in
large collections of texts.

https://code.google.com/p/text-pair/

How PhiloLine works
● Identify regions of similarity shared by two strings or sequences
● The model is based on shingles of n-grams which are generated with
overlap from one shingle to the next.

The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous palaces,
The solemn temples, the great globe itself—
Yea, all which it inherit—shall dissolve
(Shakespeare, The Tempest, Act 4, Scene 1) ca. 1611
cloud_capped_towers, capped_towers_gorgeous,
towers_gorgeous_palaces, gorgeous_palaces_solemn,
palaces_solemn_temples, solemn_temples_globe,
temples_globe_itself,globe_itself_yea, itself_yea_inherit,
yea_inherit_shall, inherit_shall_dissolve

How PhiloLine works
Matching passages are identified by pairwise comparison:
●
●
●
●

Generate n-grams and shingles for each document.
Identify common shingles (relatively rare).
Anchor match at common shingle in document order.
Continue comparison until matches fail.

The result is a matching passage.

How PhiloLine works
The parents best token to their children.... (1701)
… the Lord's Prayer. (UuR Father which art in Heaven, Hallowed be th · :
~ Name. Thy Kingdomcome, Thy will be'donei Ear ,asit is in Heaven. Give
us thisday our d.i l,. B tead Aid forgive us our trfpaffes,3swe forgive them
that tre ais against us. Andlea us notinto temptation Baut de ivtr-s from
evil,
Benjamin Harris, The new English tutor, enlarged… (1705)
...Our Lord's Prayer. ),r Father which art in Heaven, Hallowed be thy
Name. Thy tingdom come. Thy Will be done a Earth, as it is in Heaven:
Give u [is Day our daily Bread, And forve us our Trespass, as we forgive
temthattrefpafs against us, And d us not into Temptation, butde. ?er us
from Evil.
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Results of Sequence Alignment

Literature and Language : 3.5 million shared passages out of
25 665 documents.
Religion and Philosophy: 17 million shared passages out of 29
962 documents

What to do with millions of passages?
• How can one find commonplaces representative of 18th century culture
out of this seemingly infinite list of shared passage?
• Define a commonplace computationally in order to automatically detect
recurrent reuses:
o Group shared passages by finding the repeated use of the same
passage and its variants
o Order variants of same passage by author

Digging for Commonplaces
Quote from Scottish poet James Thomson:
Then infant reason grows apace, and calls For the kind hand of an assiduous care. Delightful talk!
to rear the tender thought, To teach the young idea how to shoot, To pour the freft infiruAion o'er
the mind, 1150 To breathe enlivening spirit, and to fix The generous purpose in the glowing breast.
Two variants in other authors:
Gentleman of the Middle Temple (1775):
How glorious would her matron employments be, to hear the tender thought, to teach the young
idea how to Jhoot; to be at once the precept and example to her family of every thing that was
good, every thing that was virtuous.
Mrs Lovechild (1790):
Happy the Mother "Distilling knowledge through the lips of " love !"- ' Delightful talk! to rear the
tender thought, " To teach the young idea how to shoot, " To pour the fresh inltrution o'er the mind
!'Lines which will never cease to be quoted...

Two repeated passages that share much…
Delightful talk! to rear the tender thought, To teach the young idea how to shoot,
To pour the freft infiruAion o'er the mind
delightful_rear, talk_tender, rear_thought, tender_teach,
thought_young, teach_idea, young_shoot, idea_pour, freft_mind

to hear the tender thought, to teach the young idea how to Jhoot
hear_thought, tender_teach, thought_young, teach_idea, young_ Jhoot

Delightful talk! to rear the tender thought, " To teach the young idea how to shoot,
" To pour the fresh inltrution o'er the mind
delightful_rear, talk_tender, rear_thought, tender_teach,
thought_young, teach_idea, young_shoot, idea_pour, fresh_mind

From merging shared passages to commonplaces

In Literature and Language module:
1.6 million shared passages (5-75 words) => 337 675 groups of passages
Are all groups of passages commonplaces?
=> A minimum number of different authors must be represented in each
group of passages

A glimpse at a commonplace
And like the baseless fabric of this vision, The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous palaces, The solemn
temples, the great globe itself — Yea, all which it inherit—shall dissolve, And like this insubstantial
pageant faded, (...)
(Shakespeare, The Tempest, Act 4, Scene 1) ca. 1611
Of this obfervationl Shakefpear gives a beautiful example, in the passage lass quoted: The cloud-capt
tow'rs, the gorgeous pa- laces, The solemn temples, the great globe it- self, Yea all which it inherit, (hall
dilTolve, And like the bafeclfs fabric of a vision, lc.ive not a rack behind.
James Elphinston (1771)
as in this well-known passage, where you may also mark the fine climax. The cloud-capt Towers, The
gorgeous Palaces, the great Globe itself, Yea, all which it inherits, shall diso/lve, And, like the baseless
Fabrick of a Vision, Leave not a Wreck behind.
Pratt, Mr. (1776)
Non diffimilc Lda quet'idea è quella di Shakefpeare, in quei bei verli, Tlte cloid-capp'd Towers, the
gorgeous Palaces, The folemn Temples, the great Globe itfel, YEa, all which it inherifitall diffilve, Aid. liie e
btle Ij.les Fabric d'a vfioin, L'ave nol a ratc behind!
Giovanni Rucellai (1779)

Common Commonplaces...
The most common passage in Literature and Language module:
Father which art in Heaven, 'Hallowed be thy Name; Thy Kingdom come; Thy Will be done in Earth...
Used by 607 authors

Examples of high frequency commonplaces:
These are thy glorious works, Parent of good, / Almighty! Thine this universal frame,/ Thus wonderous
fair; Thyself how wonderous then! (Milton, Paradise Lost, Book V, 1667)
Used by 118 authors
The cloud capt towers, the gorgeous palaces, The solemn temples, the great globe itself, Yea, all which it
inherit, shall dissolve (Shakespeare, The Tempest, Act 4, Scene 1)
Used by 87 authors
Tho' deep, yet clear, tho'gentle, yet not dull, Strong without rage, without o'er flowing full (Denham,
Cooper’s Hill, 1642)
Used by 70 authors

Common Commonplaces...
To rear the tender thought, And teach the young idea how to shoot… (James Thomson, Spring, 1728)
Used by 75 authors
And as imagination bodies forth. The forms of things unknown, the poet’s pen turns them to shapes and
gives to airy nothing a local habitation and a name… (Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act 5,
Scene 1).
Used by 49 authors
But he that filches from me my good name Robs me of that which not enriches him And makes me poor
indeed. (Shakespeare, Othello, Act 3, Scene 3)
Used by 39 authors
When Ajax strives some rock's vast weight to throw, / The line too labours, and the words move slow; /
Not so, when swift Camilla scours the plain, / Flies o'er th' unbending corn, and skims along the main.
(Pope, An Essay on Criticism, 1711)
Used by 39 authors
“All the world’s a stage…” (Shakespeare, As You Like It, Act 2, Scene 7)
Used by 35 authors

Most frequently aligned authors in Literature and Language
1. Shakespeare, William
2. Horace
3. Pope, Alexander
4. Milton, John
5. Virgil
6. Ayscough, Samuel
7. Bysshe, Edward
8. Ovid
9. Terence
10. Dryden, John
11. Becket, Andrew
12. Thomson, James
13. Cicero, Marcus Tullius
14. Jonson, Ben
15. Chambers, Ephraim

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Gildon, Charles
Young, Edward
Congreve, William
Rider, William
Cibber, Colley
Griffith, Mrs. (Elizabeth)
Fénelon, François de Salignac de…
Goldsmith, Oliver
Fenning, Daniel
Addison, Joseph
Walker, John
Voltaire
Garrick, David
Cibber, Theophilus
Enfield, William
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Classical Latin Sources
75 different authors reuse this quote from Virgil:
Spiritus intus alit: totamque inffufa per artus Mens agitat molem, & magno se corpore mifcet.
Indehominum,pecudunquegenus,vitxquevolantum, Ddd Et Et qua marmoreo fert monftra sub xquore pontusi
Igneus est ollis vigor, & cceleftis origo
That is, who filleft the Earth, who pene- trateft the Dust, and art the Principle of all Generations, according to the
Philosophy of Poets. Spiritus intus alit, totamque infufa per arti nead. 6 Mens agitat molem, G mignoJe corpore
miscet Inde hominlmm pecuidnmue genus, v vi e volantum, Et quIe mar'ml eo fert monflra filb auore Pontus.
Pierre, Jurieu (1705)
Mens and Animus for the fame. In E- óeid 6, 7 6. Spiritit 537 _._--------· -- I ------ ----I-----· ·------ Spiritus intus alit,
totamq; infufa per artus. Mens agitat molem ---- And he proves, that Virgil asserted the Immortality of Souls, and
answers the arguments against it;
Edward Stillingfleet (1710)
This is what Virgil (I) has exprefs'd in these celebrated Lines. Spiritus intus alit, totamque infufa per artus Mens
agitat moler, & magno fe corpore miscet.
L’abbé Banier (1739)

Building an adequate navigational tool
A number of requirements when thinking about our navigational tool:
• Scale: create an interface that allows an easy interaction given the
number of text alignments.

• Discoverability: offer a number of search options to help define and
narrow queries or search results.
• Allow the exploration of the reuse of any given passage across time

Our navigational tool
Current features:
• Full exploration of all text alignments with metadata search
(author, title, date…)

Our navigational tool
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• Faceted browsing for all available metadata

Our navigational tool
Current features:
• Full exploration of all text alignments with metadata search
(author, title, date…)
• Faceted browsing for all available metadata

• Timeline view to explore any single text reuse across time

Future work...
Database viewable at http://commonplacecultures.uchicago.edu/
• Release a new version of the current web application with an
increased focus on tracing the genealogy of text reuses:

=> Improved performance
=> Increase visibility of commonplaces
• Introduce non-English datasets for comparison in order to find
instances of multi-lingual commonplace practices

Textual Optics

The work we have done in textual optics allows to move from
exploring texts at various levels to exploring cultural systems
of textual production

Return to our origins: France, OBVIL
• Currently involved in a major collaboration with OBVIL (Observatoire de la vie
littéraire, a DH project involving the Université Paris-Sorbonne and the
Université Pierre et Marie Curie)
• Together we have obtained a Mellon Foundation grant to pursue, expand, and
develop the work in textual optics in which we have been engaged.
• In particular, we are working closely with the Bibliothèque Nationale which is
working to build a very large corpus of over 100,000 texts to be used in the
context of this project.
• Once this corpus is in place, for the first time, we will be able to begin
comparing practices of textual reuse at work in two different cultural systems

